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Becoming Cousteau
‘I saw my job as getting people to know and love the sea... Because you only
protect what you love.’
(Jacques Cousteau)
In 2021, we can visualise the world under the ocean thanks to the popularity
of nature series and big-screen documentaries. Yet 70 years ago, when
Jacques-Yves Cousteau combined an explorer’s love of the sea with his
talents as a filmmaker, audiences were amazed at what the intrepid French
adventurer caught on camera. In his ground-breaking 1956 feature, The Silent
World – the first non-narrative film to win Cannes Film Festival’s Palme d’Or,
which then won an Oscar® for Best Documentary Feature – and his
subsequent films World without Sun and Voyage to the Edge of the World
Cousteau and the genial crew aboard his storied ship Calypso captured a
generation’s imagination and set the stage for an ever-more-urgent
environmental movement.
In addition to writing over 50 books, Cousteau brought his adventures into
millions of living rooms starting in 1966 through two iconic and enormously
popular series of TV specials, The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau and
The Cousteau Odyssey. His documentaries have garnered 40 Emmy®
nominations and 10 wins, while Cousteau himself received the National
Geographic Society’s Special Gold Medal, France’s Grand Cross of National
Order of Merit, and the U.S. Presidential Medal of Freedom, among many
other honours.
Yet Cousteau, whose landmark accomplishments began when he coinvented the Aqua-Lung for longer deep-sea dives, was ahead of his time in
another way. He and his crew experienced first-hand the catastrophic
changes – warm sea waters, dying coral reefs and glaciers cracking before
their eyes – that we now know are evidence of the planet’s worsening climate
crisis. He was determined to alert people to the dangers by forming The
Cousteau Society in 1974 as a non-profit environmental advocacy group,
successfully altering policies toward Antarctica and creating momentum for
the historic first Earth Summit in 1992.
‘As I began this film, just the fact that Cousteau himself is not a household
name seemed extraordinary to me,’ director Liz Garbus says. ‘Today’s
generation has grown up with popular nature programmes that highlight the
wonders of the ocean, and they take these programmes for granted as if we
have always had them. It took a great mind, tremendous bravery and a
pioneering spirit to do what he did – and today, we are surrounded by
imagery and technology that exists because of him. And at the end of the
day, the future of our species, and the survival of huge swaths of biodiversity
on the planet, will depend on innovation in the spirit of Cousteau.’
‘It may be difficult for younger people today to imagine just how revolutionary
it was to actually see, every week in the 1970s, all of the undersea creatures
that Cousteau filmed,’ continued Garbus, whose deep dive into The Cousteau
Society’s aisles of film reels was an adventure in itself. ‘Underwater filmmaking
was very new at the time. And not only did he use it to popularise science and

important issues, but he also created a style of storytelling that has now
become ubiquitous on TV and in film.’
At the same time that Becoming Cousteau celebrates his achievements,
Garbus did not shy away from exploring Cousteau’s flaws. ‘In some ways,
Cousteau was an accidental environmentalist. He took money from oil
companies and mapped undersea drilling locations, he and his crew killed
some of the creatures they met, and he pushed the limits of safety for his
team in an effort to go deeper, further, longer. He had a complex family life,
which left a wake of problems for many who loved him. But, I do feel
storytelling that is an honest, as opposed to hagiographic, exploration of our
heroes does them – and us – a greater service. If you are flawed, as we all
are, and you can change, adapt, do better, then there is always hope for the
rest of us and our planet.’
‘Famously, Cousteau said that people only protect what they love, and that
was the greatest gift he gave us,’ Garbus says. ‘He showed us the sea and
inspired us to love all that was in it, and in so doing, he created generations of
conservationists.’
In Becoming Cousteau, two-time Academy Award nominee Liz Garbus (All In:
The Fight for Democracy, What Happened, Miss Simone? and The Farm:
Angola, USA) worked with almost 550 hours of archival footage. This included
over 240 hours of Cousteau’s videos as well as footage from The Cousteau
Society, which contains nearly 100 hours of rarely-seen footage from before
he became one of the most important environmental figures of the 20th
century. Additionally, over 100 hours of Cousteau’s audio journals, interviews
and conversations with cohorts and friends help make Becoming Cousteau
an intimate and immersive experience into the life of the French explorer.
Garbus eschews talking-head interviews in favour of an intricately knit
pastiche of Cousteau’s own words with archival and present-day audio
interviews of those who knew him best in order to live and breathe in his
visual world for the entirety of the film.
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